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Canadians for
Democracy & Prosperity
Our mission is to advance opportunity through education, advocacy, and
networking. Working with our subsidiary groups Alberta Blue Skies, and Save
Calgary, and Alberta Strong and Free, Canadians for Democracy and Prosperity
(CDP) have been effective in shaping public opinion at the municipal, provincial,
and federal levels to supporting policies and actions that support free markets,
limited government, real accountability, fiscal responsibility, and individual
liberty.
During 2019, Canadians for Democracy and Prosperity ran a series of five issue
campaigns which focused on advancing policies which support our mission.
Those campaigns reached millions of Canadians and resulted in several of those
policies being adopted by political parties at the provincial and federal levels.
Here in 2020, we will continue to plan, prepare, and execute issue campaigns
which support our mission. However, we will also be focusing our efforts on
securing a New Deal for the West to support a stronger and better functioning
Canadian Federation. Western alienation is on the rise and the question of
national unity has once again moved to the centre stage of Canadian politics.
Canadians for Democracy and Prosperity believes that while this issue is
challenging, it also presents a real opportunity to improve Confederation and
ensure that all provinces feel like full partners within Canada.

Despite some significant progress in 2019, the need
for better policy which supports free markets and free
peoples has never been more clear.
We look forward to pursuing these efforts during 2020
and building on our record of success.
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Advocacy:
A Track Record of Success
Since 2016, our organizations have led
advocacy campaigns at the municipal,
provincial, and federal levels that sought to
achieve our vision of fostering democracy and
prosperity for all Canadians.
The results speak for themselves – the CDP
and its partner organizations have a proven
track record of success when it comes to
moving public opinion.
Uniting Alberta: Alberta Can’t Wait’s
successful campaign to create a single,
united, conservative alternative to the NDP
before the Spring 2019 Alberta election.
Following the election of the NDP government
in Alberta’s Spring 2015 election, Albertans
from across the province recognized the
serious problem facing their province.
With the conservative vote split between two
different political parties – PC Alberta and the
Wildrose Party – the possibility of re-electing
the NDP to a second term was significant.
However, many Albertans could not agree on
a solution to this problem. More worryingly, a
multitude of “unity” political action
committees sprung up across the province,
each with a different plan to create
conservative unity.
Alberta Can’t Wait first brought together these
groups into a single coalition that believed
grassroots conservative Albertans had to
decide what approach they wanted to take on
the unity issue. We convened a large public
meeting in Red Deer, attended by well-over
700 people, where working groups and
debates were held about the path forward.
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And the end of the meeting, a motion was
adopted to pursue the creation of a single,
united conservative party formed by the
merger of the PC and Wildrose parties.
Following that meeting, Alberta Can’t Wait
held a series of grassroots townhalls and
events across the province, launched a
successful provincial tour, and ran a highly
visible advertising campaign.
Behind the scenes, Alberta Can’t Wait
aggressively pushed the leadership of both
the Alberta PC and Wildrose parties to adopt
a path towards unity, facilitating the unity votes
which took place in Summer 2017. We publicly
called out instances where both parties were
being obstructionist towards the cause of
unity, and offered opportunities for grassroots
conservatives to share their opinions directly
with those political parties.
The Alberta Can’t Wait unity campaign ended
successfully when both the Wildrose Party and
PC Alberta memberships voted to create the
new United Conservative Party.

Alberta Blue Skies
Facebook Stats*

655,644,144
Total impressions for 2019

21,116,328
Total Engagement for 2019
*data gathered from Facebook Insights
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An Olympic-Sized Problem:
Save Calgary’s successful campaign to stop
Calgary’s 2026 Winter Olympics Bid.

Calgary’s political insiders and elites were
completely enamored with the idea of
bringing back the Winter Olympics to Calgary.
Regardless of the cost to taxpayers, the shady
track record of the International Olympic
Committee, or the lack of due diligence on the
party of the City, a majority of City Councillors
seemed set to saddle Calgary with the 2026
Winter Olympics.
Save Calgary’s campaign began in Spring 2018
when the Olympics file was beginning to
pick up steam at City Hall.
Our first goal was to ensure that Calgarians
would have the final say as to whether or not
we would bid for the 2026 games, by way of a
citywide plebiscite. A majority of City Council
was adamant against this idea, dismissing the
idea as costly and impractical.
Save Calgary’s petition campaign demanding
a plebiscite collected thousands of signatures,
and was cited as instrumental in the provincial
government’s requirement that their funding
of the 2026 Winter Olympics would be
contingent on a plebiscite vote.
Our second goal was to ensure that Calgarians
had the information they needed to make an
informed choice about the games. City Hall
repeatedly tried to bury information regarding
the cost of the games, and made the Bidding
Corporation (BidCo) immune from Freedom of
Information legislation.
As a result of pressure from Save Calgary and
other groups, City Council eventually passed
a motion requiring that complete financial
information about the games be released a
minimum of 30 days before the plebiscite.
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The City of Calgary and BidCo failed to meet
this deadline which was a significant blow to
the Yes Olympics campaigns.

William McBeath being interviewed by Global TV
about the Calgary Olympic Bid

Finally, as the plebiscite approached, Save
Calgary waged an aggressive online and
media campaign in support of the No
Olympics campaign, engaging in paid
advertising online, television ads, and multiple
media interviews advocating against hosting
the games.
As a result of Save Calgary’s work, Calgarians
overwhelmingly voted “No” to hosting the
2026 Winter Olympics with a decisive margin
of victory over the vastly better-funded Yes
Olympics campaign. In fact, Save Calgary was
credited by multiple media organizations as
the chief driver of the games’ defeat.

Save Calgary Facebook Stats*

97,643,347
Total impressions for 2019

5,799,610

Total Engagement for 2019
*data gathered from Facebook Insights
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Education

Training the Next Generation of Conservative Leadership
A core problem facing the conservative
movement and supporters of free enterprise
is a lack of support for conservative parties by
younger Canadians.
The CDP has approached this problem in two
ways.
Internship Training Program
In Summer 2019, the CDP hosted it’s second
three-month summer internship program with
four young Albertans who were politically
engaged and wanted to improve their skills
and competencies in the area of running issue
campaigns and political election campaigns.
These interns received comprehensive political
training in the form of a 14 course program
focused on equipping them with the skills they
need to plan and execute a political
campaign.
They also researched and planned issue
campaigns in areas of public policy concern,
such as advancing Canada’s responsible and
sustainable energy sector, supporting choice in
education, and sensible approaches to labour
market reforms.

2019 CDP Interns attending a rally in Calgary, Alberta
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Each of these interns is active on local political
campaigns for conservative candidates, and
one is actually seeking office herself as
a nominated United Conservative Party
candidate.
For 2020, the CDP plans to increase the size of
its program to accommodate a larger cohort
of summer interns, including identifying and
recruiting interns from other parts of the
country.
It’s About You(th) Campaign
The second project undertake by the CDP to
address the problem of younger voter support
for conservative policies is the “It’s About
You(th)” issue campaign.
The CDP identified a series of policies that
disproportionately impact younger voters –
those still in university or who have recently
graduated – along with corresponding policy
solutions.
These policy areas include the rising cost of
living, a lack of available career path jobs for
recent graduates, the erosion of freedom of
speech and freedom of thought on university
campuses, the excessive debt being taken on
by governments, and restoring trust in politics
and public institutions.
As with the Open for Business campaign, the
goal of this campaign is to raise public
awareness regarding these issues, push
political parties to support our proposed
policy solutions, and demonstrate to younger
voters that conservatives not only understand
their concerns, but will be a voice for them in
the public square.
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Open for Business:

Canadians for Democracy and Prosperity’s campaign to build public
support for policies that support free enterprise in Alberta and Canada.
Following the 2015 Alberta provincial
and Canadian general elections, leftist
governments have pursued policies that have
hurt businesses and driven out investment.

changes that were hitting the bottom line of
businesses, freezing the minimum wage, and
committing to no new sales taxes or sales tax
hikes.

Taxation and regulatory changes by the Notley
and Trudeau governments were squeezing
businesses and forcing businesses to layoff
staff in order to keep their doors open.

Our campaign was echoed by the Ontario PC
government of Premier Doug Ford, which also
ran a campaign called “Open for Business” in
Ontario.

Through our Open for Business campaign,
the CDP advanced a series of commonsense
policies that would help struggling businesses,
create new private sector jobs, and attract
new investment to Alberta and Canada.
These policies included reducing business
taxes, cutting excessive red tape, eliminating
the carbon tax, reversing labour code

Both the Andrew Scheer Conservatives in
Ottawa and the Jason Kenney United
Conservatives in Alberta have expressed their
support for the majority of the policies
included in our campaign, and have
committed to addressing many of the
concerns businesses have expressed since
2015.

CDP Facebook Stats* and Examples

51,946,234

Total impressions for 2019

1,359,819

Total Engagement for 2019

*data gathered from Facebook Insights

461,100

Video Views for 2019

Leading Alberta
Forward Campaign:
The “Leading the Way Forward” issue campaign, which was
run during the 2019 Alberta election campaign, focused
on putting new policy ideas forward on areas of social
policy, including healthcare, education, helping vulnerable
Albertans, and supporting strong families.

Specifically, the United Conservative party adopted the
following policies from our issue campaign:

The campaign advanced 15 individual policy prescriptions
across those four main themes using Canadians for
Democracy and Prosperity’s digital platforms.

D Maintain choice in education for Albertans by
ensuring continued funding for private and charter
schools.

The goal of the campaign was to establish conservative and
free-market policy alternatives in social policy areas that
were seen by voters as being the traditional purview of leftwing political parties.

D Strengthen standardized testing in Alberta to
improve student achievement.

Canadians for Democracy and Prosperity are pleased to
report that several of our policy solutions were used by
the United Conservative party in its election campaign
platform.

Click here to view video

D More private healthcare options for Albertans to
reduce waiting times.

D Improve individual support networks for vulnerable
Albertans by supporting non-government
(civil society) groups.
The CDP also believes that several of its other policy
solutions will be used to inform future reforms on social
policy by the new United Conservative government.

Click here to view video

Click here to view video

CDP Facebook Stats*

4,047,314

Total Audience Reached
Thro sughout Campaign

1,864,923

Total Video Views
Throughout Campaign

45,874

Total Engagements
Throughout Campaign

*data gathered from Facebook Insights

We believe that promoting conservative positions in social policy areas is a vital part of winning support from younger and
urban voters who are fiscally conservative but concerned about protecting Alberta’s public services. This issue campaign
helped to expand the conversation regarding social policy for Alberta, and to advance alternatives to the status quo
“big government” solutions favoured by the NDP.

It’s About You(th) Campaign:
In January 2019, Canadians for Democracy and Prosperity (CDP) launched its second issue campaign in Alberta.
The campaign, called It’s About You(th), identified the challenges facing younger Albertans, including university
students and recent graduates, and offered a series of policy recommendations to address those issues.
Younger voters, those aged 18-34 years old, have traditionally had significantly lower turnout in elections.
However, this has changed over the past few years, and younger voters are now voting in number equal to those
aged 35-54 years.
Our campaign covered a diverse set of issues that included the cost of living, freedom of speech on university
campuses, the lack of available career-focused jobs, and financial literacy for students.
Canadians for Democracy and Prosperity is pleased to report that both the government and the official opposition
have adopted several of the policy recommendations put forward by the CDP to help younger Albertans.

Government/Political Party
Response

OUR POLICY
•

Create real jobs, leading to careers, for younger
Alberta by cutting business taxes.

•

UCP announces business tax cut to create
55,000 new jobs.

•

Help younger Albertans make smarter financial
decisions by teaching financial literacy in school.

•

NDP announce that financial literacy will be
taught in Alberta school.

•

Cut taxes on things that push up the cost of
living, like the carbon tax.

•

UCP pledge to eliminate the carbon tax
immediately following the Spring 2019 election.

•

Balance the budget so that debt isn’t be put onto
the backs of younger Albertans.

•

UCP commitment to balance the budget within
three years.

•

Protecting freedom of speech and freedom of
thought on university campuses.

•

UCP commits to freedom of speech at all
Alberta post-secondary schools.

The CDP believes that the unique challenges faced by younger voters must be addressed by mainstream political
parties, and form an integral part of their election campaign platforms and pre-election policy releases. We’re
pleased to see that this has happened here in Alberta with both the New Democratic Party (NDP) and the United
Conservative Party (UCP) adopting the CDP’s It’s About You(th) policy recommendations.

IT’S ABOUT YOUTH
CAMPAIGN GAINED

3,987,620
IMPRESSIONS ON
FACEBOOK

Issue Campaigns
2019 Federal Election:
Canadians for Democracy and Prosperity planned and executed three issue campaigns in the lead-up to and during
the Fall 2019 Canadian federal election.
The three campaigns were:

1. Freedom to Speak. Freedom to Think.
This campaign sought to raise awareness regarding the erosion of freedom of speech on university campuses, the
deplatforming of controversial speakers, the decline of free and unbiased media, and repressive government laws
which imposed severe limits on freedom of speech during federal elections.
This campaign was targeted to suburban and exurban voters in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) in the pre-election
period who demonstrated some level of political engagement (e.g. consumed online news) and who hadn’t yet
declared any partisan preference.

2. Back On Track.
The goal of this campaign was to explain, in an easy to understand way, the current state of Canada’s federal debt,
and the impact this debt would have on current and future generations. This included breaking down Canada’s debt
using everyday examples, explaining Canada’s annual interest on the debt, and defining the consequences of debt for
Canadians.
This campaign was targeted to suburban and exurban voters in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) during the election
who demonstrated some level of political engagement, who had an interest in government debt, taxes, and fiscal
issues, and who hadn’t yet declared any partisan preference.

Issue Campaigns 2019 Federal Election (cont’d):
3. Don’t Get Tricked.
The purpose of this campaign was to drive support away from Justin Trudeau and the Liberal Party towards the
Conservatives, the Greens, and the NDP by focusing on issues which would make the Liberal Party an unpalatable
choice for swing voters. It gave examples of Prime Minister Trudeau’s hypocrisy on issues like First Nations
reconciliation, feminism, carbon reduction, balancing the budget, and integrity, ending with a Halloween-themed call
to action that voters not “get tricked” again into voting for Justin Trudeau.
This campaign was targeted to suburban and exurban voters in the lower mainland of British Columbia outside
of Vancouver during the election, who had demonstrated a level of political engagement, and who hadn’t yet
declared any partisan preference.

Our Social Media Statistics* From August to October 2019

674,618

Total Audience Reached

305,464
Total Video Views

50,303

Total Engagements

* Social media stats gathered from Facebook analytics

Campaign Results
Freedom of speech became an issue during the election campaign, particularly regarding the eligibility of some media
outlets to cover partisan campaign events and the national election debates. Media themselves were subject to a very
high level of scrutiny – more so than in previous elections – regarding perceptions of biased reporting and coverage.
The issue of freedom of speech on university campuses became an issue at a few points in the campaign, particularly
regarding attempts to shut down an event hosted by the People’s Party of Canada at an Ontario college.
The issue of debt and deficits received some attention from political parties, particularly from the Conservative Party. The
rise of the Bloc Quebecois and the resurgence of the flagging NDP moved the framing of the debate away from just a
Liberal-Conservative ballot question and introduced new left-wing parties as influential players. None of these parties
supported fiscal responsibility, and as such the national debate did not focus as much on fiscal responsibility, particularly in
Ontario and Quebec. However, both the Liberals and the Conservative presented costed platform commitments, and the
Conservative Party committed to a return to balanced budgets in Canada over a five-year period.
The issue of Prime Minister Trudeau’s hypocrisy became a major theme of the election, particularly following the revelation
that he had donned blackface on several occasions which he had not publicly revealed previously. The focus on hypocrisy
forced the Liberals to tone down their attacks on opposing candidates (notably, against the Conservatives), and made
progressive swing voters unsure of their continued support for Justin Trudeau. The recovery in popular support of the NDP
at the expense of the Liberals helped to split the vote in some swing British Columbia ridings, but sadly was not sufficient
to defeat more Liberal MPs in Ontario.

Issue Campaigns 2019 Federal Election (cont’d):
Campaign Results (cont’d)
However, the issues presented in all three campaigns were discussed and included in the federal election by all major
parties, and in some cases were prominent media issues for multiple news cycles. Ultimately, the political party who
aligned most closely to the policies and positions advocated for in the three issue campaigns, the Conservative
Party, did increase its seat count and garnered the largest share of the popular vote.

Digital Metrics
Facebook Reach and video views of Each campaign

Facebook Engagement of Each campaign

304,043
241,790

21,780
17,299
128,785

121,272 119,588

11,224
64,604

Facebook Reach

Video Views
Freedom to Think

Facebook Engagement
Back on Track

Don’t Get Tricked

Our TOTAL Social Media Statistics* From August to October 2019

674,618

Total Audience Reached

305,464
Total Video Views

50,303

Total Engagements

* Social media stats gathered from Facebook analytics

Total Reach on Facebook from August 13 to October 18

Issue Campaigns 2019 Federal Election (cont’d):
Total impressions on Twitter from August 13 to October 18
CDP Tweets earned 70.0K impressions over this 67 day period

Targeting
Canadians for Democracy and Prosperity reviewed the messaging being delivered by other Third Party groups in the preelection period. It became clear that most groups supportive of free enterprise, limited government, fiscal responsibility,
and personal freedom intended to target existing conservative supporters. Their messaging focused aggressively against
Prime Minister Trudeau, and centered on themes which play well with base conservative voters.
While we agree that delivery messaging to the base can be part of an effective campaign, we believe that this
approach ultimately would not result in electing a new government, as many undecided and swing voters dislike
the aggressive tone and messaging which plays well with base conservative supporters.
This is an issue which should be considered carefully by groups seeking to affect significant change during elections.
Messaging which is attractive to core conservative voters, and targeted to regions of strong conservative support, such
as Alberta, is not effective at increasing the size of the conservative coalition. We would note that many Third Party
groups spent hundreds of thousands - if not millions - of dollars targeting suburban Ontario with aggressive anti-Trudeau
messaging. The results of these efforts were unimpressive. The Liberals elected 80 MPs in the 2015 election, and 79
MPs in the 2019 election. Moreover, the Conservative Party only elected three new MPs in 2019 in Ontario. In fact,
the Conservative Party earned a lower share of the vote in 2019 than in 2015.

Ontario in 2015 federal election

Ontario in 2019 federal election

The above should give groups pause when planning future campaigns. The CDP believes that focusing on swing voters
in target regions, with messaging that is persuasive and not aggressively partisan, should be the strategy for future issue
campaigns going forward.

Issue Campaigns 2019 Federal Election (cont’d):
Conclusion
Unlike other groups who targeted the conservative base during this election – identified conservative supporters and geotargeted to Alberta – Canadians for Democracy and Prosperity focused its issue campaigns on swing and undecided
voters in regions of the country that would decide the outcome of the election, notably the GTA and Southern
suburban British Columbia.
We believe that simply engaging with the base is not sufficient if we’re to have a fundamental impact on policy
and governance in Canada, and that winning over new votes to support free enterprise, fiscal responsibility, limited
government, and personal freedom is essential to electing governments which share our views.
While this was met with limited success in the GTA, Southern BC responded favourably to our campaign. Ridings including
Mission-Matsqui-Fraser Canyon, Cloverdale-Langley City, Port Moody-Coquitlam, and Pitt Meadows-Maple Ridge elected
Conservative candidates who support the central tenets of our issue campaigns.

We also believe that these campaigns have given these issues much more prominence than they otherwise would
have had in the election, laying the groundwork for future advocacy and activism in a new minority Parliament
situation.

Meet the Team
Prem Singh, Founder
Over 15 years of finance, capital markets and advisory experience in both
the energy and energy service sectors. Strong network in Canada and
India in both finance and business development, with experience from
public, private and governmental sectors.

William McBeath

Experienced campaign and communications professional. William served
as Provincial Campaign Director for Alberta’s Wildrose Party and Senior
Advisor to the Leader of the Official Opposition in Alberta. He was
Director of Operations to the Hon. Diane Finley, P.C., M.P. and Director of
Political Training at the Manning Centre. With experience on more than
sixty election campaigns, William brings significant communications and
political strategy experience to political, not for profit, and private sector
clients.

Jennifer De Paz
A creative specialist with experience in graphic design, web development,
and, video editing. Background in politics and the non-profit sector.

Shawn Alain | Viral In Nature
Award-winning social media and website specialist that has vast experience working in the private and nonprofit sectors.Nation-Builder certified expert.
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